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ABSTRACT: A team of graduate students from Tsinghua University of China, developed a testbed of
MEMS Technologies for Space, which is known as MEMSSat. MEMSSat is a picosatellite, in which
several MEMSs are integrated as subsystems such as micro propulsion, micro magnetometer, Micro
Inertial Measurement Unit (MIMU), etc. These MEMS technologies are expected to be tested through
this flight. Besides, micro CMOS camera and micro GPS receiver are also loaded as experimental
payloads of MEMSSat. This paper describes the details of MEMSSat.
2.
1.

MEMSSAT MISSION DEFINITION

INTRODUCTION
2.1 Mission Objective1
With the cooperation of Surrey Space Center,

Tsinghua Space Research Center(TSRC) built and

The main objectives of MEMSSat are as

launched the TH-1 Microsatellite in 2000 which is the

follows.

first Micro-spacecraft in Tsinghua. In April 2004,

1)

To provide opportunities of space qualification

TSRC’s second satellite, THNS-1 Nanosatellite,

for the RGMIT’s MEMS components, such as

which is designed and developed independently by

the propulsions, the magnetometers, the

TSRC, was completed and launched.

MIMU’s.

The Research Group of MOEMS Integration

2)

Technology(RGMIT)，from the Department of

To provide the space experiments for the
RGMIT’s micro CMOS camera and micro GPS

Precision Instruments and Mechanology(DPIM) of

receiver.

Tsinghua University of China, is an important part of

3)

To get the picosatellite technology, especially

TSRC. RGMIT has been committing itself to the

the technology of all-for-one design and system

research of micro/nano-satellite-technologies and

integration.

micro/nano-technologies, since it was set up in 1998.

4)

Command uplink and data downlink.

Following the world newly trend toward small-size

5)

To prepare for the further work, the research of

satellites, With the experience in space missions,

formation flight.

RGMIT decided to design and develop a satellite by

The

itself, in order to explore satellite missions and

MEMSSat

Program

was

started

September 2001.

attempt MEMS technologies for space applications,

Table1

and at the same time, to bring up a series of experts of

Main Activities

spaceflight abilities for China.

Investigation,

MEMSSat Development Schedule
Start ~ End

Period

2001/10~2003/09

2years

Preliminary design and test

2003/10-2004/01

4 months

Design of the components

2003/10-2004/01

4 months

Critical Design and test

2004/02~2004/9

8months

Design and manufature of

2004/02~2004/9

8months

mission

analysis and design
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in

subsystem are described in the following sections.

the components
Flight Hardware
Manufacture and

2004/10~2004/12

3 months

2005/01~2005/04

4 months

Assembly
Satellite Environmental Test

Total period

3years and
6months

2.2 Orbit Design
Since the intensity of the putative signal depends
on the inverse-square of the distance from the center
of the Earth, the orbit altitude should be as low as
possible, and the orbit should be near-circular. We
adopted Sun-synchronous orbit (SSO). SSO is far
more frequently visited and currently the cheapest
option. The orbit plane maintains its relative position
with respect to the sun, so an important advantage of
SSO is a much more stable thermal environment.
Based on the successful experience of the TH-1

Figure 1

MEMSSat Hardware Configuration

Table3 MEMSSat system configuration
Physical Characteristics
Volume

230mmX170mmX180mm

Mass

5kg

Structure

Aluminum

Primary Platform Subsystem
Attitude Control

microsatellite and the THNS-1 nano-satellite, the

Micro magnetometer and Magnetic
coils

parameters of the orbit of the MEMSSAT is as the

Solar Panels

GaAs panel

table2. The Rising Time of

Batterries

Li-ion battery

the orbit is 9:30 AM,

when the solar illumination is in good condition, so it

On-Board Computer

is good for the cameras to image and for the solar

Communication

cells to store energy.
Table2 the parameters of the MEMSSAT orbit

3.

style

sun synchronous LEO

Height

500~800km

Rising time

9:30AM

Period

94.5mins~100.7mins

SPACECRAFT

CONFIGURATION

PC104
9.6kbps VHF uplink
9.6kbps UHF downlink
A CMOS camera and 2 commercial
cameras

Imaging
Passive thermal control

AND

DESIGN
MEMSSat hardware configuration is shown in
Figure 1 and Table3. and The general view of
MEMSSat is shown in Figure2.
MEMSSat is divided into seven subsystems:
Payload, Structure, Command & Data Handling
(C&DH),
Power
Subsystem(PS),
Attitude
Determination and Control Subsystem(ADCS), flight
software
subsystem(FSW),
thermal
control
subsystem(TCS). The design and analysis of each
Zheng You

Figure2

MEMSSat general view

3.1 Payloads and Experimental Subsystems
The
2

MEMSSat

mission

is

intended

to
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demonstrate a highly capable spacecraft, so it
incorporates a number of payloads and experimental
subsystems.
3.1.1 CMOS camera
The CMOS camera uses CMOS image sensors
to

accomplish

remote

sensing

and

scouting.

Standard CMOS technologies are applied to the
CMOS image sensor, so it has such advantages: very
Figure4

low power consumption， high limit noise, strong

the microgyroscopes

anti-jamming ability, high speed, and so on.
3.1.3 Micro On-board GPS Receiver
Spaceborne GPS receiver can measure the
parameters of track, attitude and time for space
vehicles as well as relative distance between them,
and

it

can

remarkably

reduce

the

cost,

power-consumption and mass of them.
With the GPS technology, we can deeply
increase the autonomous ability of the spacecrafts,
Figure3

and can experiment in information flight, satellite

the CMOS camera

constellation, and so on.
3.1.2 MIMU
Compared

with

the

traditional

Inertial

Measurement Unit, the MIMU has smaller volume,
lower weight, and a lower cost. With the development
of MEMS technologies, the precision and stability of
MIMU will be better and better. A self-develop
MIMU will be used in the attitude measurement
experiments of MIMU to increase the MEMSSat’s
attitude measurement precision. The MIMU is
integrated

with

the

mircogyroscopes

and

the
Figure5

microaccelerometers developed by the Navigation

the micro GPS receiver

and Autonomous Control Lab of Tsinghua University.
3.1.4 Micro thruster
In order to adapt for the requirement of
miniaturization, micro thrust and high accurate
impulse bit for propulsion system of micro satellite, a
MEMS-based propulsion arrays with solid propellant
was developed, responding to the spatial constraints
and MEMS characteristics. The micro thruster has
Zheng You
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low power and energy thresholds for ignition and no

shown in Figure9.

moving parts, so they are expected to be highly
reliable. Thrust prediction and ignition test of the
prototype of 6×6 arrays of micro thruster units were
done. The ignition instantaneous power of each unit is
lower than 1W, the mean ignition voltage is less than
40V, and the theoretical thrust force is about 1.7mN.
Its working voltage is far less than the one of
electrical propulsion with the same order thrust.
1cm

Thrust
arrays

Figure8 the board

Figure9

the

integrated

board
Command & Data Handling Subsystem(CDHS)
CDHS accepts , decodes, handles, and allocates

Figure6

the micro thruster

the commands. At the same time, CDHS samples,
stores and sends all the remote measure datas. A

Structure and Mechanism Subsystem(SMS)

capable CPU was selected to give MEMSSat enough
capability to satisfy the CDHS requirements. The

As shown in Figure1, the profile of MEMSSat is

central processing unit(CPU) module with ethernet

a hexahedron. We adopted the thinking of the

and data acquisition all on a single board, shown in

AAUsat designers. The design has been created

figure 41, is a PC104 form factor processor, with

around a frame of aluminium which has been milled

32MB of memory. The processor was selected based

from one solid block of aluminium. This way a very

on its wide operational temperature range(-40~85 ℃),

stong and still quite light frame can be achieved, as

and the 16 channels of 16-bit analog input.

shown in Figure 35.

Figure7

the prototype frame of MEMSSat

There are totally 7 circuits in MEMSSat for the
OBC, the A/D transfer, the GPS/GSM, the RF, the

Figure10 PC104 module

controller of the micro thrusters and the magnetic

There is only one on board computer which is

coils. All the circuits are integrated in a type of board,

connected with nearly all the modules.

so the sizes of all the circuits board are consistent as
the size of the board shown in Figure 8. All the
boards are integrated together with four screws as
Zheng You
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Figure11 the MEMSSat OBC architecture
Communication Subsystem (CS)

Figure12

the general view of PS

Attitude Determination and Control System

CDHS provides the wireless data transport

The attitude determination is performed via one

between the satellites and between the satellite and

three-axis magnetometer, one GPS receiver and one

the ground station. The general view of the CS is as

Micro Inertial Measurement Unit(MIMU) , while the

the figure 2.

attitude control is performed by two magnetic coils.

MEMSSat adopts a commercial RF module

The magnetometer is developed by RGMIT using

which is named TR100E. The performances and

MEMS technology, and the MIMU is integrated with

characters is as the table4.

the mircogyroscopes and the microaccelerometers

Table4 the performances of TR100E
Work frequency

UHF wave band

Communication

300m

developed by the Navigation and Autonomous
Control Lab of Tsinghua University.

Distance(outdoor)
Mass

<390g

size

25×37×6mm

Power

<0.78w

Rate

78.8K bps

Power Subsystem(PS)
Figure13 the Micromagnetometer

According to the power requirements of the
subsystems of MEMSSat, PS must have the capability
to provide two Watts for the peak output power, while
one Watt for the average output power.
PS is comprised of four body mounted solar
panels, battery packs, Battery Charge Regulator

RGMIT is now developing the algorithms of the
attitude determination and control. The intending
precision of MEMSSat ADCS will be two degrees for
attitude control, while one degree, for attitude
determination.

(BCR), Power Condition Module (PCM). The general
view of PS is as shown in figure12.

flight software subsystem(FSW)
FSW includes many program module, such as
the lead program,

the operation

system, the

synchronism and asynchronism serial port driver
program, the AQX.25 communication server, the
ADCS module, the payload service, and the others..
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The main function of FSW is decribed as the
followings.
1) FSW must have the lead function. FSW can
initialize the devices, lead the software systems.
2) FSW can manage all the courses of the
software,

all

the

devices,

the

time,

the

communications.
3) FSW can manage the acceptance, the analysis,
the allocation of the remote control commands and
remote datas. It can also manage the ADCS datas, the

Figure 14

GPS datas, and the Payload datas.

The variation of the highest

temperature of solar panels

When MEMSSat is launched, the leading
program, the operation system and all the application
programs will be installed in the EPROM. After the
on-board computer is started, the leading software
will move the operation system and the application
softwares to the EMS memory of the system, in order
that the future program can be dynamic loaded.
thermal control subsystem(TCS)2
Figure 15

The variation of the highest

temperature of MIMU

The purpose of the satellite thermal control is to
maintain each component within its specified
temperature range with required margins during all
the mission phases. To reduce the power consumption,
the thermal control is achieved through passive
elements, such as insulation and surface finishes.
According to the power of the components and
our experience, we choose the batteries, the
magnetometer, the solar panels and the MIMU as the
TCS key components. The temperature requirements

Figure 16 The variation of the highest

for the key components are as shown in table5.
Table5

temperature of the micromagnetometer

the temperature requirements for
the key components

Battery

0 to +45 °C for charge, -20 to +60 °C for
discharge

Magnetometer

-40 to +85 °C

Solar panels

-40 to +85 °C

MIMU

-10 to +40 °C

Figure 17 The variation of the highest
temperature of the batteries
The figures show that all the key components are
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working in the proper temperature.

universities and is foreseen to increase in the future.

Conclusion
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